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Orrin Sun’s words made Charlie instantly alert.
The identity and situation of the Wanlong Temple are indeed special. In the mainstream
world, mercenary organizations like this will always be given a gray tone. If the people are
asked to choose a label between good and bad, then every servant In the eyes of the
masses, the Bing Organization is undoubtedly bad.
Right now, the outside world did not know about the fact that he had incorporated the
Wanlong Temple, but it could not be a secret forever, and there would be a day when it
would be known to others.
At that time, people’s aversion to mercenary organizations will also be imposed on him.
So Charlie hurriedly asked Orrin Sun: “Uncle Orrin (Sun), do you have any good suggestions
about Wanlong Palace?”
Orrin Sun smiled slightly and said seriously: “I have an idea, which may not be good or
mature, and if I really want to land, I must make certain sacrifices. Whether it is feasible or
not depends on your choice. If you don’t dislike it, Then I will probably talk to you.”

Charlie nodded and said humbly: “Your life experience and personal abilities are much
stronger than mine, and I believe your approach must be much better than I could think of!”
Orrin Sun smiled and said, “You don’t need to shoot flattery. I will probably talk about my
thoughts with you.”
As he said, Orrin Sun sat up straight and said seriously: “In my opinion, the greatest value of
Wanlong Palace lies in his combat effectiveness. If combat effectiveness is used in the field
of mercenaries, the benefits will naturally be higher, but it also faces what I just said. The
problem is that the social response and public reputation are poor. In this case, you may
wish to change Wanlongdian’s future business strategy so that it can still make money from
its own combat power. Cooperation, from the perspective of sufficient justice and sufficient
legal principles. On the other hand, I think we can explore the field of international security.
International security has developed rapidly over the years, and the reputation in the eyes of
the people is very positive!”

“International security?” Charlie asked hurriedly, “Uncle Orrin (Sun), what are the main areas
of international security?”
Orrin Sun smiled and said: “You must now vigorously develop ocean shipping, ocean
shipping is one of the main areas of international security!”
“Piracy is rampant in Somalia and other regions. Although many countries have escort fleets,
after all, the demand for international logistics is too great, and it is impossible for every
ship to be guaranteed in place, so international security is very popular in this field;”
“Commercial ships that generally pass through the areas of piracy activities will employ
several international security personnel. These international security personnel are
responsible for protecting the ships to safely pass through the areas of piracy activities.
They can also fight back when they encounter pirates on board. Gradually evolved into a
rigid demand industry;”
“Ten Thousand Dragons is strong and strong. If you mobilize thousands of people to
specialize in this field, you will definitely have no problem in your own strength. And now
that you have YS Shipping, you can still meet your related needs to a large extent in the
future.”
Speaking of this, Orrin Sun said again: “I will tell you one more point. Now the countries
with the highest global economic development are actively cooperating with third world
countries, especially in infrastructure construction;”
“There are already many companies that undertake infrastructure construction in some
backward areas in Asia, Africa and Latin America, and there will be more and more in the
future!”
“Their roads, railways, telecommunications, transmission grids and even water conservancy
construction basically rely on overseas companies, and their own countries have poor
economic development and poor public security. It is difficult to ensure the safety of the
employees of these overseas companies in the local area. “
“At this time, international security personnel are also needed for effective protection, not
only to ensure the safety of overseas employees, but also to ensure the progress of local
projects. The people on both sides have a very good impression of this kind of international
security. In our words, it is the masses. Solid foundation!”

